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Abstract 
Grillet, P.A., The commutative cohomology of nilsemigroups. Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 82 (1992) 233-251. 
Our main result computes the second cohomology group of any finite commutative nilsemi- 
group with identity adjoined, in terms of its presentation. 
Introduction 
In what follows, N’ is a finite commutative nilsemigroup with an identity 
element adjoined. The cohomology we compute is the commutative cohomology 
introduced in [2] and [3]. The second cohomology group H2(N’, A) classifies all 
group coextensions of N’ by A. In particular, when the coefficient functor A 
satisfies the surjectivity condition in [2] and A, = 0, H’(N’, A) classifies all 
elementary semigroups S with S/RF N’ and Schiitzenberger functor A. Elemen- 
tary semigroups are important building blocks of finite commutative semigroups 
[6]. Our main result requires only that A,, = 0. 
Basic results and definitions from [2] and [3] are recalled in Section 1 for the 
sake of completeness. We assume A,, = 0. Computing H’(N’, A) from its defini- 
tion then requires one group variable for each pair (x, y) of elements of N with 
xy # 0. Our main result is a computation which requires only one group variable 
for each defining relation of N of the form u = u # 0. We state this in Section 2. 
The proof is relegated to the end of the paper (Sections 4, 5, and 6). 
In Section 3 we give applications of the main result. We show with two 
examples that nonzero cohomology can arise in several ways: from lack of 
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surjectivity in the coefficient functor; from torsion in the defining relations of N; 
or from defining relations having nontrivial common consequences. Then we show 
that A, = 0 implies H*(N’, A) = 0 if and only if N is O-free (=a Rees quotient of a 
free commutative semigroup). 
1. Commutative cohomology 
1.1. 
The commutative cohomology of a commutative semigroup S was introduced in 
[2] and [3], using slightly different coefficient functors. Here we follow [3]; 
coefficient functors are abelian group valued functors on the following category 
X(S) [5]. The objects of X(S) are the elements of S; a morphism from a to b is 
an ordered pair (a, t) with t E S’ and b = at; composition is given by 
(b, ~)(a, t) = (a, tu). Th us an abelian group valued functor A = (A, LY) on X(S) 
consists of an abelian group A, for each a E S, and a homomorphism 
a 0.f : An + A,, for every a E S, t E S ’ (such that (Y,,, is the identity on A, and 
a 0lr.M a,., = %J,,). 
1.2. 
A 1-cochuin on S with coefficients in A is a family u = (u,),~~ such that u, E A, 
for all a E S. A 1-cocycle is a 1-cochain u = (cL~)~~,~ such that u,,, = c~~,~u, +
(Ye Ruh E A,, for all u,b ES. A (symmetric) 2-cochuin is a family c = (c,,~)~,~~~ 
such that c,.~ E A,, and c, ,, = c~,~ for all u,b E S. A 2-cocycle is a 2-cochain s 
such that 
a uh.rSa.b + s,b.c = ‘,,hr + ahc.nSb,c 
for all u,b,c E S. A 2-coboundury is a 2-cochain c for which there exists a 
1-cochain u = (u,),~~ such that c = au, where 
@‘d,,, = %,,h”, + ah,aUb - ‘oh 
for all u,b E S. Under componentwise addition these form abelian groups C’ = 
C’(S, A) = eaES A,, 2’ = Z’(S, A) c C’, C* = C2(S, A) c @u,hrS Aah, Z2 = 
Z’(S, A) C C* and B* = B2(S, A) = 6C’ c Z2. By definition, 
H’(S, A) = Z2(S, A)/B*(S, A) 
In the above it may be assumed that all cochains are normalized, as follows. A 
l-cochain u is normalized when u, = 0 E A, for every idempotent e of S. A 
2-cochain c is normalized when c,,, = 0 E A, for every e,u E S such that e is 
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idempotent and ea = a, and similarly for 2-cocycles and 2-coboundaries. These 
form abelian groups NC’(S, A), NC’(S, A), NZ2(S, A) and NB’(S, A). It is 
readily verified that Z2(S, A) = NZ2(S, A) + B’(S, A), so that H2(S, A) z 
NZ*(S, A) /NB*(S, A). 
1.3. 
It is shown in [3] that this cohomology is an instance of triple cohomology and 
that H’(S, A) classifies all commutative group coextensions of S by A. 
This last result is especially interesting in the finite case. When T is a finite 
commutative semigroup, S = T/X is group-free, and the Schiitzenberger functor 
A of T is an abelian group valued functor on X(S) with the following properties 
[2]: A is thin (LY,,, = a,,,, whenever at = au); finite in the sense that each group A, 
is finite; and surjective in the sense that CY, u : A c -+ AR is surjective whenever e is 
the least idempotent of S such that ea = a. Furthermore, T is a commutative 
group coextension of S by A. Conversely let S be a group-free finite commutative 
semigroup and A be a thin finite surjective abelian group valued functor on X(S); 
then every commutative group coextension T of S by A is a finite commutative 
semigroup T with T/R= S and Schutzenberger functor A (up to isomorphism). 
Thus H*(S, A) 1s most interesting when S is finite group-free and A is thin, 
finite, and surjective. 
This paper concerns the case when T is elementary (=an ideal extension of a 
nilsemigroup by a group with zero). Then S = T/R is a nilsemigroup with identity 
adjoined, and A,, = 0 (since T has a zero element); A is surjective if and only if 
LY,,~~ is surjective for all x E N ‘, and then all (Y,,, are surjective. When A is thin, (Y,,, 
depends only on a and at and is conveniently denoted by a:, (as in [2]). 
2. Main result 
2.1. 
In what follows, N’ is a finite nontrivial commutative nilsemigroup with identity 
adjoined and A = (A, cx) is an abelian group valued functor on X(N’), such that 
A,=O. 
As in [l, 41, N’ is partially ordered by divisibility (with a 2 b if and only if 
b=atforsometEN’),andis generated (as a monoid) by its maximal elements. 
Hence N’ is isomorphic to the quotient of a finitely generated free commutative 
semigroup F’ with identity 
rr : F’* N’ the projection. It 
by a suitable congruence %. We denote by 
may be assumed that F’ and N’ have the same 
generators, so that the %-class of every generator of F is trivial. Since N is a finite 
nilsemigroup, one of the %-classes is an ideal I of F’; we say that 55’ is an 
Z-congruence. All other %-classes are finite [4]. If % is a Rees congruence, then 
N = FiI is O-free. 
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2.2. 
We place a total order 3 on F’ which contains the divisibility order and admits 
the multiplication on F’; for instance, a lexicographic order on F’. The Y-class C, 
of any x E F\I is finite and under the total order 3 has a greatest element c,. Let 
P = {x E F\I 1 x + cx} and M be the set of all maxima1 elements of P (under 
divisibility). If N = F\Z is O-free then P and M are empty. We will see (Lemma 
6.1) that the pairs (m, cm) with m E M are defining relations of N in the sense 
that % is the smallest Z-congruence on F’ which contains all these pairs. More 
information on the construction of such a presentation of N is given in [4]. 
A minimal 1-cochain on F’ is a family u = (u,,),~~~ with u,, E A,, for all 
m E M. Minima1 1-cochains form a group MC’(F’, A) = emEM Anm. (If N is 
O-free then M = 0 and MC’(F’, A) = 0.) Our main result uses minima1 1-cochains 
(rather than 2-cochains) to compute H2(N’, A). 
2.3. 
Two pairs (x, y), (s, t) form a paralfelogram in F when s = XU, t = yu for some 
u E F’. Note that x % y implies s % t; x G y implies s G t. Using parallelograms 
and Artinian induction we construct for each x E P a homomorphism 
-yX : MC’(Fl, A)+ A,,. If x E M then yXu = u,. If x$M and 7, is defined for all 
y + X, there is a greatest element m of M (under <) such that x I m and a 
parallelogram (m, c,), (x, s); then x 4 s and 
(where CX,” = (Y,,,,, : An,,,-+ A,,, with mu = x; if A is thin then a,” = a:,“). 
When x E P, x 5 m E M, S,,, : MC’(F’, A) + A,, is defined similarly from the 
parallelogram (m, cm), (x, s) by: 
6 = a,mr, 
{ 
ifsgP, 
x,m yS+a,“ym ifsEP. 
If m is the greatest element of M (under +) such that x 5 m, then S,,, = yx. A 
minimal 1-cocycle is a minimal 1-cochain u such that 8X,m~ = y,u whenever 
x E P, x 5 m E M. Minima1 1-cocycles form a group MZ’(F’, A) c MC’(F’, A). 
2.4. 
Let E denote the set of generators of F (this is denoted by M in [4]). We 
assumed C, = {e} for each e E E and hence E fY P = 0. Each element x of F’ is 
uniquely a product of powers of elements of E; we denote the exponent of e in 
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this product by x,, so that x = JJCEE exe. A minimal l-coboundary is a minimal 
1-cochain u = (um)mEM for which there exists a family r = (rP)eEE E eeEE A,, 
such that 
for every m E M (with y = cm). Minimal 1-coboundaries form a group 
MB’@, A) c MC’(F’, A). 
2.5. 
Our main result is the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1. When A,, = 0, H2(N’, A) E MZ’(F’, A) /MB’(F’, A). 
Examples which illustrate this computation are given in the next section. 
If N is O-free then MZ’(F’, A) = MB’(F’, A) = 0 and Theorem 2.1 yields the 
following: 
Corollary 2.2. H2(N’, A) = 0 when N is O-free and A,) = 0. Cl 
3. Applications of the main result 
3.1. 
In the first example A is thin and N is presented by two generators a,b, one 
nontrivial relation aPb4 = a’b” and suitable relations a’b’ = 0, such that aPb4 # 0 in 
N. Without loss of generality we have p > Y and p = r + k with k > 0. To avoid 
aPb4 = 0 we must then have q < s, so that q = s - I with I > 0. In N’ the element 
c = aPbq = arbs satisfies 0 # c I a,b. 
We order F’ lexicographically so that 
1Sa9aa’S.. .+bbaab%a’b+.. . + b’ + ab’ + a2b’ +. . . 
In particular, aPbY + a’b”. Let m = a’b” E F’; we have pm = c, c,, = a”b’, and 
m,c, j&I. If x % y with x < y and x,y $?I then y has fewer b’s than x, hence must 
be obtained from x by substituting a”bY for a’b” in x at least once; this requires 
x 5 m. If conversely x gI and x = tm 5 m, then x G tc, and x E P. Thus x E P if 
and only if x@Z and x i, m. It follows that M = {m}. 
We have MC’(F’, A) = A,. Since M has only one element we have 
MZ’(F’, A) = MC’(F’, A) = A,. When uEMC’(F’,A) we have uE 
MB ‘(F’, A) if and only if there exists (g,, gh) with g, E A,, g, E A, such that 
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where E = {a, b} and y = c,. We have CX~ = I_Y~ = a: and IX: = CY; = CY:. If r >O 
then arm, b?m and xeEE,Pzm m,cukg, = rcxf!g, +scxfgh; this also holds if 
Y = 0. Similarly, xpEE,rzy yeLy’,g, = pazga + qa:g,. Hence u E MB’(F’, A) if 
and only if u = -kazgu + Zafg, for some g, E A,, g, E A,. Thus MB’(F’, A) = 
kIm~~+IIma~. 
By Theorem 2.1, H*(N’, A) E A,l(k Im CX~ + 1 Im LY I). If A is surjective then 
CY: and CY~ are surjective and H*(N’, A) G A,./(kA, + /A,) = A,IdA,, where 
d = gcd(k, f). 
This example shows that nilsemigroups may have nontrivial cohomology. This 
may be caused by a lack of surjectivity of A: thus if cz: = 0, cz: = 0 and A, # 0, 
then H*(N’, A) z A, # 0. Torsion in the defining relation may also result in 
nontrivial cohomology: if for instance d = gcd(k, 1) = 2 and A is surjective with 
A, F Z,, then H2(N1, A) s 2,122, # 0. 
3.2. 
Next we use Theorem 2.1 to compute H2(N’, A) when A is thin, A, = 0 and N 
is generated by a and b subject to: a2 = ab, ab* = b’ and a’b’ = 0 whenever 
i+jz5. 
Since a* = ab implies a3 = a*b and a2b = ab*, N’ has eight elements: 1, a, b, 
a2 = ab, b2, a3 = a2b = ab* = b’, a4 = a”b = a2b2 = ab” = bJ and 0. This also de- 
scribes the %-classes in F’ other than the ideal I, which consists of all a’b’ with 
i+jr5. 
In writing the elements of N’ or F’ as subscripts or superscripts, we abbreviate 
ak as k when k 2 2 and a’b’ as ij when i 2 2 or j 2 2. For instance the groups in the 
functor A are A,, A,, A,, A,,2 = Ab2, A, = A,*, A, = A,3, A, = Aa and A,, = 0. 
We order F’ lexicographically so that 
Outside of I, the maximum elements of the %-classes are 1, a, b, a*, b2, a”, a4. 
Hence P = {ab, a*b, ab*, b”, a’b, a*b*, ab’, b”} and M = {ab, b3}. (Note that % is 
the smallest Z-congruence containing the pairs ab ‘% a2 and 6” % a”.) 
A minimal 1-cochain u then consists of u = u,,, E A, and w = ug3 E A,. 
To calculate the minimal 1-cocycles we calculate the eight homomorphisms ‘y, 
(X E P). When u = (v, w) we have 
‘y&U = u 3 Ymu = w (since ab,b3 E M) ; 
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we have a2b < ab and a parallelogram (ub, a2), (a2b, a’) with u’@P, so that 
ah 2 
y21u = azlu = a3v ; 
we have ub2 < ab and a parallelogram (ub, u2), (ub’, u2b) with a2b E P, so that 
y,2u = y2,u + a$ = 2a:v ; 
we have a3b < ub and a parallelogram (ab, a2), (u’b, a”) with a’@P, so that 
we have u2b2 < ub and a parallelogram (ab, a2), (u2b2, u3b) with u’b E P, so that 
722 u=y,,u+c&=2a~v; 
we have ub” < ab and a parallelogram (ub, u2), (ub’, u’b2) with u2b2 E P, so that 
y,3ll = yz2u + c& = 34v ; 
finally, we have b4 < b” and a parallelogram (b”, a”), (b”, u’b) with a3b E P, and 
yo4u = y3,u + (Y;;w = a& + cx;w 
Next we compute the homomorphisms S,,, with x E P and x 5 m E M. The 
possible choices for X,PYI are: ub,ub; u2b,ub; ab*,ub; b”,b”; u”b,ub; u2b2,ub; 
ab3,ub; ub3,b’; and b4,b3. When m is maximum under 5 with x5 m then 
6 x.m = y,. The only pair where m is not maximum is ub3,b’; in this case we have 
ml3 = ub and a parallelogram (b”, a’), (ab’, a”) with u4 g P, so that 
S 13.03 u = ci;;yo3u = cY;w .
We saw that Y,~U = ~CX~V. Accordingly, u = (v, w) E MZ’(F’, A) if and only if 
cziw = 3aiv, or w - 3a:v E Ker ai. 
On the other hand, u = (v, w) E MB’(F’, A) if and only if there exists r = 
(s, t)EA.CBA, with 
for every m E M (with y = c,,,). With m = ub this yields y = a’, m, = mb = 1, 
y, = 2, y, = 0 and 
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with m = b’ this yields y = a3, mrr = 0, mh = 3, y, = 3, Y, = 0 and 
w = 3cx;,t - 3afS,s = -3cY;s + 3apt. 
Weseethat(u,w)EMB’(F’,A)ifandonlyifuEIm~~+Imcu~andw=3~~u. 
To find MZ’IMB’ we define b:A2@A3+A2@A3 by L(u,w)=(u,w- 
30~:~). Clearly L is an isomorphism. Also L(MZ’) = A,$Ker ai and L(MB’) = 
(Im a; + Im ai)$O. It follows that H2(N1, A) G (A,IIm (Y; + Im czir)@Ker ai. 
If A is surjective then H’(N’, A) g Ker ai. 
This example shows that nontrivial cohomology can also arise when two 
defining relations (in this case, a2 = ab and ab2 = b3) have a common nontrivial 
consequence (in this case, a2b2 = ab” f 0). 
3.3. 
Our first example suggests the following application of Theorem 2.1: 
Proposition 3.1. Let N be a finite commutative nilsemigroup. Zf H*(N’, A) = 0 for 
every abelian group valued functor A on X(S) such that A,, = 0, then N is O-free. 
Remark. The converse is true, by Corollary 2.2. 
Proof. We assume that N is not O-free and construct an abelian group valued 
functor A such that H’(N’, A) # 0. 
Since N is not O-free, Ce is not a Rees congruence. Let 1 E N be maximal such 
that 6’(Z) = C, is a nontrivial %-class different from I. Let D = C,\{c,}. We 
have D c M since x E P, x > y E C, would imply rrx > rry, contradicting the 
choice of 1. Given any abelian group G # 0, let A, = G, A, = 0 for all a E N’, 
a # I, LY,,, be the identity on G and (Y,,, = 0 for all others a,t E N’. 
A minimal 1-cochain u = (u,),~,,,, (with u,, E B,) has u, E A, if m ED, 
= 0 if m @D; thus MC’(F’, A) z exED G # 0. For each x E P the homo- 
krphism yX : MC’(F’, A)+ ATx is 0 if xj??M, since A =O.IfxEP,xImE 
M, then likewise S,.,, : MC’(F’, A)+ A,, isOofxgM;nGxEMthenx=mand 
6 We see that 6 = y, in both cases. This shows that every minimal 
I~&ch~~ is a minimal cc&cle; and MZ’(F’, A) z exED G # 0. 
Next, u E MC’(F’, A) is a minimal coboundary if and only if there exists 
r = (rC)CEE E BcEE Ant such that 
for every m E M (with y = c,,,). We remember that E n P = 0; hence A,, = 0 for 
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all e E E and u = 0. Thus all minimal coboundaries are trivial and MB’(F’, A) = 
0. Therefore H2(N’, A) z MZ’(F’, A) E exEn G # 0. 0 
This proof shows that Proposition 3.1 remains valid if the coefficient functor A 
is also required to be thin and finite. This leaves open the more interesting but 
more difficult question: which finite nilsemigroups N have H’(N’, A) = 0 when- 
ever A,, = 0 and A is thin, finite and surjective (so that N’ splits all its group 
coextensions). 
4. Special cochains 
4.1. 
We now prove the main theorem, keeping the notation of Section 2. 
The following result is a basic property of commutative semigroup cohomology 
and is proved in [2,3]: 
Theorem 4.1. When S is a free commutative semigroup, or a free commutative 
semigroup with identity, then H’(S, A) = 0 for all A. 0 
Corollary 2.2 is also a corollary of this result. 
In this section we use Theorem 4.1 to describe 2-cocycles on N’ in terms of 
1-cochains on F’. 
4.2. 
First we lift the coefficient functor A to F’. The homomorphism rr : F’ + N’ 
yields a functor X(F’) - X(N’), which we also denote by 7~. Hence the abelian 
group valued functor A on %?(Ni) yields an abelian group valued functor B = AT 
on %‘(F’): in detail, B, = A_, for all x E F’ and p, , = (Y~~.~, for all x,t E F’. We 
have B, = 0 for all x E I, since A, = 0. Since F” is cancellative, B is thin; 
accordingly we denote p,,, = a)riix,?i, by p:,; this was called (Y:, in Section 2. Thus 
pz is the identity on B,, and pzp”, = p: whenever x 2 y 2 z in F’. 
The homomorphism rr : F’ + N’ induces a homomorphism 
T*: C’(N’,A)+C’(F’, B); 
when u = (u,>,,, I E C’(N’, A), T*U E Cl(F’, B) is defined by 
(rr*u), = u,,~ E B, for all x E F’ 
We see that u E NC’(N’, A) implies ~T*U E NC’(F’, B) and that u E Z’(N’, A) 
implies n*u E Z’(F’, B). Thus 7~ induces homomorphisms 
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7~* : NC’@“, A)+ NC’(F’, B) , NZ’(N’, A)+ NZ’(F’, B) . 
Similarly each 2-cochain u = (u,,~)~,~~~ I E C’(N’, A) on N’ yields a 2-cochain 
rr*u E C2(F’, B) on F’, defined by 
(~T*u),,~~ = u,~,~~ E B,, for all x,y E F’ . 
We see that u E NZ2(N’, A) implies rr*u E NZ*(F’, B), u E NB*(N’, A) implies 
r*u E NB*(F’, B), so that n induces homomorphisms 
7~* : NZ’(N’, A) + NZ’(F’, B) , NB2(N’, A)+ NB’(F’, B) 
and a homomorphism H*(N’, A)+ H*(F’, B). 
4.3. 
A special l-cochain on F’ with coefficients in A is a 1-cochain u E NC’(F’, B) 
such that 
(S) ?rx=rry implies pzIu, - u,, = p Gzuy - uyz for all 2 . 
Note that rrx = R-Y implies rr(xz) = rr( yz) and B,, = B,, . Special cochains form 
an abelian group SC’(F’, A) c NC’(F’, B). 
Lemma 4.2. NZ’(F’, B) and 7~*NCl(N’, A) are contained in SC’(F’, A). 
Proof. Let UE NZ’(F’, B). Then ptIux - uxz = p:,u, for all x,z E F’; hence 
TX = rry implies rr(xz) = 7~( yz), /3:, = P’y, and 
p:,u, - u,, = p:p, = Pzy*u, = P;P.” - uyz 
for all z E F’. 
Let u = T*U where u E NC’(N’, A). Then ~TX = ny implies u, = u,, = u,, = 
uY, +z) = I, u,, = nYz, P:, = P%, and Ku, - u,, = B:P, - uYl. 0 
Lemma 4.3. When u E SC’(F’, A), TX = TZ, TY = TT~ imply 
p:,u, + p;p, - uxy = P$, + P:rU, - uzr .
Proof. We have 
Kp, + P&U.” - uxy 
= P:,% + P&u, - uz). (since 7rx = 7rz) 
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= Kp, + I+, - u,, (since 5-y = rrt) 
= P:,% + P:,% - u,r 
since 7r(zy) = rr(zt), I = rr(zt) . 0 
When u E SC’(F’, A) we define Au E C’(N’, A) by 
for all x,y E F’ ; A is well-defined by Lemma 4.3. 
The main result of this section describes H*(N’, A) in terms of special 
1-cochains on F’, and follows from the next two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.4. A is a homomorphism ofSC’(F’, A) onto NZ’(N’, A). 
Proof. First it is immediate that A is a homomorphism and that Au E NZ’(F’, A). 
Let s E NZ*(N’, A). We have m*s E NZ*(F’, B), where (rr*s),,,. = s,,,,~ for 
all x,y E F’. By Theorem 4.1 we have OTIS = 6u for some u E NC’(k’, B), so that 
s ?rX,Vry - K,u + PP,J(y - u,?. for all x,y E 6”. If nx = rry then /3zz = /?t,, and 
so that pczuX - u,, = p;,u, - u,, , for each z E F’. Thus u is a special cochain. 
We see that s = Au. 0 
Lemma 4.5. Let u E SC’(F’, A). Then Au E NB*(F’, A) if and only if u E 
NZ’(F’, B) + r*NC’(N’, A). 
Proof. Let u E NZ’(F’, B), WE NC’(N’, A) and u = u + r*w, so that u, = 
u, + wrX for all x E F’. By Lemma 4.2, u E SC’(F’, A), and Au is normalized. We 
see that 
for all rx,rry E N’, since /3G,u, + P$uY - u,, = 0 by the choice of u. Thus 
Au = 6w E NB’(N’, A). 
Conversely assume Au E NB’(N’, A), so that Au = 6w for some w E 
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NC’(N’, A), and 
for all x,y E F’. Let u = u - V”W ENC’(F’, B), so that u = u + n*w. Then 
P& + P.& - U,) = 0 for all x,y E F’, and u E NZ’(F’, B). 0 
It follows from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 that we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.6. H2(N’, A) ^- SC’(F’, A)INZ’(F’, B) + m-“NC’(N’, A). q 
5. Partial cochains 
5.1. 
We now use the total order 3 on F’ to analyze the congruence % induced by rr. 
Recall that the pairs (x, y), (s, t) form a parallelogram in case s = UX, t = uy for 
some u E F’. The following properties are clear: 
Lemma 5.1. Given s 5 x and y E F’ there exists a unique t E F’ such that (x, y), 
(s,t) isaparallelogram;ifx% ythens%tt; ifxey thenset. 0 
Recall that C, is the equivalence class of x modulo (e. When x@Z = 6’0, C, is 
finite and under the total order 3 has a greatest element cX; C, consists of c, and 
of elements of the set 
P = {x E F’\O 1 x # cx} 
Lemma 5.2. Ifs i x E P, .sgI then s E P. 
Proof. Let y = c,. Then x % y and x + y. By Lemma 5.1, there exists t such that 
s % t and s < t; hence s E P. 0 
5.2. 
A partial l-cochain on F’ with coefficients in A is a family u = (u,),,, with 
u,EB,=ATx for all xE P. These form a group PC’(F’, A) =erE,, R, = 
@LP An.,. 
Lemma 5.3. For each u E C’(F’, B) let Ou be the partial l-cochain defined by 
(Ou),=u,-u,.X forallxEP. 
Then 0 : C’(F’, B)-+ PC’(F’. A) 1s a surjective homomorphism. 
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Proof. Clearly 0 is a homomorphism. If u E PC’(F’, A) is a partial l-cochair’, 
define a (full) I-cochain u by U, = u, for all x E P and u., = 0 E B, if x E F’\P. We 
see that uc> = 0 for all x # 0 and hence Ou = u. q 
5.3. 
The main result of this section describes H2(N’, A) in terms of partial cochains 
on F’. 
Lemma 5.4. Lit Q = {(s, x) 1 s,x E F, s < x}. For each partial 1 -cochain u E 
PC’(F’, A) define @u E @ (B, 1 (s, x) E Q) by 
(@u),.,r = ’ 1 u - P:u,r if t@P, u, - v, - /3:u, if t E P , 
where (x, c,), (s, t) is a parallelogram. Then @ is a homomorphism and u E 
NC’(F’, B) belongs to SC’(F’, A) if and only if Ou E Ker @. 
Proof. When (s, x) E Q, Lemma 5.1 provides a parallelogram (x, c,), (s, r) with 
s % t, s @ t. If t E P then s % t implies B, = A 71, = AvS = B, and u, - U, - /3 :ul E 
B,Y. Thus @ is well defined. It is clear that @ is a homomorphism. 
Let u E NC’(F’, B) and u = Ou, so that u, = u, - uY for each x E P (with 
y = c,). Let s,x E l’, s <x, y = c, and (x, y), (s, t) be a parallelogram. We have 
s=rx, t=ry for some rEF’. If t$?Pthen t=c,$, p:=pj and 
(@Ou),,, = u, - p:u, = u,s - u, - p:u, + P:u, 
= (P-t:,Uj - UJ - (PGA - UC,) . 
If t E P then with q = c, = c, we have u, - u, = (u, - u<,) - (u, - IL<,) = u, - u, and 
again 
(@@u),, = u,, - u, - p:u, = u - u, - p;u, + p:u, 
= (P-t’ru, - uy,> - &A - u,,). 
If u E SC’(F’, A) then Ptru, - u,,, = /3&ul. - uvr, since TX = z-y; hence 
(@OU),,,~ = 0, whenever s <x in P. 
Conversely assume that (@Ou),,, = 0 whenever s,x E P. s <x. Let x,y,r E F’, 
TX = rry. Let z = c, = cy. If xr E Z then /3:,u, - u.,~ = pz,u, - ~1;~ since B,, = 
A,, = 0; this equality also holds when x = z and when r = 1. Now assume xrjZ’Z, 
xfz, rfl. Then XEP, s=xr<x, and sEP (since x4z implies s=xr<zr). 
By the first part of the proof we have 
(PfA - u;,) - (P:r% - 4,) = (@@u).t.,r = 0
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Thus p:,u, - u,, = p:,u, - u,, holds in every case. Similarly /3;r~, - uyr = 
p:,u, - u,,, since z = cy. Thus rrx = rry implies pcIu, - u,, = /3$, - uyr, which 
proves that u E SC’(F’, A). 0 
5.4. 
As in Section 2, E denotes the set of generators of F’. Each element x of F’ is 
uniquely a product x = neEE exe of powers of elements of E. We assume that 
C, = {e} for each e E E, so that E n P = 0. 
Lemma 5.5. For each r E eeEE B, let ?Fr E PC’(F’, A) be defined for each x E P 
by 
where y = c,. Then Vf is a homomorphism, and u E NC’(F’, B) belongs to 
NZ’(F’, B) + n*NC’(N’, A) if and only if Ou EIm q. 
Proof. Note that Vr is well defined by the above since rry = rrx and hence 
BY = B,. 
Let u E NZ’(F’, B) + v*NC’(N’, A), so that U, = z, + u,, E B, for all x E P, 
where z E NZ ‘(F ‘, B) and u E NC ‘(N ‘, A). Since z is a normalized cocycle we 
have z, = 0 and z,,, = /3:, * z + pl,,z, for all x,y E F’. For each x = neeE exe E F’ 
this implies z,= c rEE,e,X (x$:z,). Let xE P, y = cx. Then zY = 
c eEE,esy (Y&Z,). Al so TX = 71-y) so that IJ,, = u_, . Therefore, 
(Ou), = Ll, - uy = 2, + u,, - zy - ury 
= ezE_x w:z,j - c (Y,P:zJ 
= cr;,;, rEE.ez5-v 
where r = (z~)(_~. Thus Ou E Im !P’. 
Conversely assume that Ou E Im TV. There exists re E A, (e E E) such that 
for every x E P, where y = c,. For each x E F’ define 
z, = c (XJD,) 
eEE.eSX 
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We know that e 2 x if and only if X, > 0, and that (xy), = X, + y, for all x,y E F’. 
This readily implies that zXY = p:Vz,Y + pi,z,, for all x,y E F’, so that z E 
iVZ’(F’, B). Also U, - uY = z, - zJ when x & P, y = c,. 
Define w, = ~1, - z, E B, for each x E F’. We have w, = 0 and w E 
NC’(F’, B). Also y = c, implies w, - wY = 0. If TX = rry then w, = wy since 
either x,y E I and w, = w, =OEA,,orx,y$E’fl,t=c,=c?,and wX=wr=wy. It 
follows that w = r*u for some u E NC’(N’, A) (where u is well defined 
by u,, = w, for all XEF’). Thus U=Z+~T*U and UENZ’(F’,B)+ 
m*NC’(N’, A). 0 
5.5. 
Combining the last three lemmas we obtain the following: 
Lemma 5.6. H2(N’, A) ^- Ker @/Im ?P. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, 0 : C’(F’, B)-+ PC’(F’, A) is surjective, and 
PC’(F’, A) z C’(F’, B)/Ker 0. Also SC’(F’, B) = OP’(Ker @) by Lemma 5.4, 
iVZ’(F’, B) + ?T*NC’(N’, A) = O-‘(Im P) by Lemma 5.5, so that sC’(F’, B)l 
Ker 0 z Ker @, NZ’(F’, B) + n*NC’(N’, A)/Ker 0 ^I Im 1z’ and therefore 
H2(N’, A) = SC’(F’, B)/NZ’(F’, B) + #NC’@“, A) 
z Ker @/lm P 
by Lemma 4.6. Cl 
6. Generating relations 
6.1. 
As in Section 2, M is the set of all maximal elements of P (under the divisibility 
order). 
Lemma 6.1. The congruence % is the smallest I-congruence on F’ containing all 
pairs (m, c,,,) with m E M. 
Proof. Let Jc1 be the congruence on F’ generated by all pairs (m, c,,) with m E M 
and all pairs (x, y) with x,y E I. We have J&! c %, since m % c,,, for all m E M. We 
show by induction on p that p ~2 c,, for all p E P. This implies % = JR: if 
x % y then either x,y E I and x Jl/l y, or x,y FI and x .& c,~ = c, JIX y, since either 
x = c, or x E P, and similarly for y. 
If p E M then p ~2 c,, by definition. Now let p E P; assume that x JR c, for all 
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x%P in P. We have p 5 m for some m E M. By Lemma 5.1, there is a 
parallelogram (m, c,,), (p, s) with p < s E P and we have p Jz1 s (since m _dl c,, 
and JR is a congruence) and s & c,, (by the induction hypothesis), so that 
p Jfz C,‘. q 
6.2. 
A minimal 1-cochain on F’ with coefficients in A is a family u = (u,,,),,,~~ with 
u,,, E B,,, = A r,,, for all m E M. These form a group MC’(F’, A) = enzEM B,, = 
@,EW AW,, which is a direct summand of PC’(F’, A) = exe,, B,. Let 
fl : PC’(F’, A)+ MC’(F’, A) be the projection. 
Lemma 6.2. Ker @ fl Ker Il = 0. 
Proof. Let u E Ker @ satisfy u, = 0 for all m E M. We want to show that u, = 0 
foralltEP.LetT={tEP~u,=O}.WehaveM~T~P. 
Assume T # P. Then P\T is finite and hence has a greatest element s under 3. 
WC have U, # 0 and u, = 0 for all t E P, t S s. We have s @M since u, # 0. Hence 
s < m for some m E M. By Lemma 5.1 there exists a parallelogram (m, c,~), (s, t) 
with s G t. If t jZ P then u, - Pu,~ = (Qu),,,, = 0 since u E Ker @, and u,, = 0. If 
t E P then u, = 0 since t % s, u, - u, - pyu,, = (dju), ,~ = 0 and again u,, = 0. This 
contradiction shows that we cannot have T # P. 0’ 
6.3. 
By Lemma 6.2, MC’(F’, A) contains an isomorphic copy of Ker @. Hence 
H’(N’, A) can be described in terms of minimal l-cochains. This will constitute 
our main result. 
For each x E P we let m, be the greatest element m of M (under 5) such that 
x 5 m. Define the homomorphism y, : MC’(F’, A)-+ B, = A,, for each x E P as 
in Section 2: if x E M then ‘y,u = u, for all u E MC’(F’, A); if x$M and y, is 
defined for all y %x then 
1 P ‘:’ Yv, ifsflP, yx= y,+pry,, ifsEP, 
where m = m, and (m, c,,), (x, s) is a parallelogram. Note that B,s = B,, since 
x % s, so that -yY and /3Ty,, can be added in case s E P. 
Lemma 6.3. Let u E PC ‘( F’, A). If u E Ker @ then u, = yx Ilu for all x E P. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on x. If x E M then yVUu = (nu), = u,. Now 
let x E P, x FM; assume y,nu = uY for all y + x in P. We have a parallelogram 
(m,c,,z),(x,s)wherem=m,andx<m,x~s.Ifs~P,wehave 
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and therefore y, Ilu = u, If s E P then 
by the induction hypothesis, and again y,Il~ = u,. 0 
6.4. 
Define the homomorphisms 8xx.nz :M’(F’,A)-+B,foreachxEPandx~mE 
M as in Section 2: 
ifs$P, 
ifs E P, 
where (m, c,,,). (x, s) is a parallelogram. Again B,5 = B,, since x ie s, so that y, 
and p:” yrn can be added in case s E P. If m = m, then 6,,,, = yl. 
Lemma 6.4. 6,,,,,ITv = v, for all v E Ker @. 
Proof. Let u E Ker @. If x E P, x 5 m E M and (m, c,,), (x, 3) is a parallelogram 
then (Qu),,,,, = 0: if s$P then (Qu),,,,! = v, - /3Tv,,, and 
lJ, = p:)Iv,, = P:llr,,,flu = %.,,,flu ; 
if s E P then (Qv),,,, = v, - u, - p’J?u,, and 
u, = v, + pp,,, = Y,DV + P:“r,,,flv = 6 ,.,,, Ilu * 
by Lemma 6.3. In either case 8, ,,,, Ilv = v, . 0 
6.5. 
As in Section 2, a minimal l-cocycle is a minimal 1-cochain u such that 
8x,,,~ = y,u for all x E P, x 5 m E M. By Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4, ITv is a minimal 
l-cocycle when v E Ker @, so that II(Ker @) C MZ’(F’, A). We now prove the 
converse. 
Lemma 6.5. Ler u E MZ ‘(F’, A). Then 
holds whenever x,y E P, x 5 y and (y, c,), (n, s) is a parallelogram. 
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Proof. We prove this by Artinian induction on x. If x E M then x = y = m and 
y, = y, = y,, = P:‘y,, so (*> holds. 
Now assume that (*) holds for all x,,y with x -=Gx, 4 y. Let x ‘y, n = m,; 
construct parallelograms ( y, c,), (x, s); ( n, c,), (Y, u); and (y, u), (x, r). We have 
x=zy, s=zcy and t = zy for some z, so that (u, cy), (t, s) is a parallelogram. 
Furthermore, (n, c,), (x, t) is also a parallelogram. We have x G t3s, since 
n G c,, and y 4 u 5 cy. Finally, x 5 n and I??~,~u = yxu by the choice of u. 
Since (n, c,), (x, t) is a parallelogram we have S,,, = pzy, if t$P, S,,, = 
y,+p:y, if tE P. Similarly y,=py,y, if u$P, y,= yu +/3y,y, if vE P. 
If u~P then u = cy and t = s; if tgP then s$?P and 
p:yy = ppJ;yn = KY, = a,,, ;
if t E P then s E P and 
Therefore (*) holds, since 8x,n~ = yru. 
If u E P then u +Z cy, t G s and t E P. Also, (u, c,), (t, s) is a parallelogram and 
x + t. If s$P it follows from the induction hypothesis that Pzy,~ = PYy,u = 3;~. 
Hence 
If s E P then it follows from the induction hypothesis that y,u = y,u + py yUu = 
-y,u + Pzy,~. Hence 
YsU + P:‘Y,U = Y,U + PPY”U + P;P;Y?? 
= y$4 + /3;y,,u = axx-.$l = y,u 
Thus (*) holds for x in all cases. 0 
We can now prove the following: 
Lemma 6.6. MZ’(F’, A) = II(Ker @). 
Proof. We saw that Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 imply II(Ker @) c MZ’(F’, A). 
Conversely let uE MZ’(F’, A). Define u E PC’(F’, A) by u, = y,u for all 
x E P. Then u,, = ymu = u,, for all m E M, so that u = nu. Now let x,y E P, x < y, 
and (y, c,), (x, s) be a parallelogram. By Lemma 6.5, 
P:‘y,u = pruv ifs@P, 
v,y = yyy,u = ysy,u+~~y,u=u,+~~uv ifsEP. 
In either case (Qu),,, = 0; thus u E Ker @. 0 
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6.6. 
We can now prove our main result. As in Section 2, a minimal 1-coboundary is 
a minimal 1-cochain u E MC’(F’, A) for which there exists a family r = (rr)FEE E 
erEE B, such that 
for every m E M (with y = cm). Under pointwise addition these form a group 
MB’(F’, A) = n(Im VII). 
We saw in Lemma 6.6 that MZ’(F’, A) = H(Ker @). By Lemma 5.6, 
H2(N’, A) F Ker @/Im P’. By Lemma 6.2, II is injective on Ker @; therefore 
Ker @/Im V’ is isomorphic to n(Ker @)lII(Im ?P) = MZ’(F’, A)IMB’(F’, A). 
Thus 
H2(N’, A) = MZ’(F’, A)IMB’(F’, A) . 0 
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